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DC-301-1  PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF WEST AND SOUTH (MAIN) ELEVATIONS
DC-301-2  SOUTH (MAIN) ELEVATION
DC-301-3  SOUTH (MAIN) ELEVATION, VIEW TAKEN FROM PARK ACROSS ROAD
DC-301-4  NORTH ELEVATION
DC-301-5  CHAPEL, VIEW TOWARD CHOIR
DC-301-6  CHAPEL, VIEW TOWARD PULPIT

The following photographs are photocopies of original drawings from the office of the architect, Frederick Withers, now in the collection of the Gallaudet College Library.

DC-301-7  PLAN OF PRINCIPAL FLOOR
DC-301-8  SOUTH ELEVATION
DC-301-9  WEST ELEVATION AND EAST ELEVATION
DC-301-10 NORTH ELEVATION
DC-301-11 LONGITUDINAL SECTION LOOKING NORTH
DC-301-12 TRANSVERSE SECTION OF DINING ROOM, CHAPEL AND LECTURE ROOM